A new, incisive history of the transcontinental railroads and how they transformed America in the decades after the Civil War. The transcontinental railroads of the late nineteenth century were the first corporate behemoths. Their attempts to generate profits from proliferating debt sparked devastating panics in the U.S. economy. Their dependence on public largess drew them into the corridors of power, initiating new forms of corruption. Their operations rearranged space and time, and remade the landscape of the West. As wheel and rail, car and coal, they opened new worlds of work and ways of life. Their discriminatory rates sparked broad opposition and a new antimonopoly politics.

With characteristic originality, range, and authority, Richard White shows the transcontinentals to be pivotal actors in the making of modern America. But the triumphal myths of the golden spike, robber barons larger than life, and an innovative capitalism all die here. Instead we have a new vision of the Gilded...
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success, and their incredible power to remake American life, is not due to brilliant and
management and thieving railroad barons in order to further the public interest. This is
i dunno about this..it was difficult to read and didn't really tell the story. author worked
research. I hope those reviewers who complained about the book will consider David
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disastrous subsidies had brought about a constitutional reaction in the 1840s that
to the contrary! White shows that railroads weren't free market
due to the public-good terms while profiting themselves. Instead, White claims that
White is not going to give you the traditionalist cheering of the railroads crossing
America. White is a New Western Theory historian and has listed out the detrimental
accounts for railroad nerds who love to map and plot the old roads and visit the old
America's two coasts. Read more
Many of the histories of railroads in America fall into two categories: Detailed
Enterprises at all: They were publicly-supported, intentional subsidies. Their ultimate
financial chicanery. The men who built the transcontinentals are strongly reminiscent
of skepticism and a willingness to withhold hasty judgment are valuable qualities to
pronounced the construction of these roads--unlikely events! extraordinary consequences!--and
The book has
...boring. Read more
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...hard to make and exciting story dull or forgettable. Read more
Aspects of... Read more
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that the book is a critical analysis of the role of finance in the development of
America. White is a New Western Theory historian and has listed out the detrimental
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Absolutely great book!! I had to email the author I was so impressed. Every railfan needs this in their library.

This book pulls all the pieces together—we really enjoyed reading it! It is interesting to read American History from a variety of viewpoints and then see how the ideas all work...

I also am mystified as to the negative reviews. The writing is excellent, the research is very impressive.